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Abstract
A validated pseudospectral -transformation model for ideal liquid with irrotational flow is used to study the base aspect effect on transient resonant fluid sloshing in a 3D rectangular tank.  Four different depth classes (shallow water, intermediate depth, finite depth and deep water) are investigated.  Also, four base aspect ratios (very long base, half width base, nearly square base and square base) are considered.  Longitudinal, diagonal and full excitations are applied to all cases.  In a shallow water tank with a non-square base, different wave transient sloshing modes are observed.  Also, the difference of the wave elevation between diagonal and full excitations is significant.  Results show that contrary to the situation in deeper water tanks, sloshing in lower depth tank strongly depends on the base aspect ratio.  
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1. Introduction
When subject to external excitation, liquid in a container experiences sloshing motions, which can become resonant as the tank excitation frequency approaches the natural frequency of the liquid within the tank.  Sloshing hazards can typically develop in liquid storage tanks where the forcing may be due to movement of the tank because of the natural disturbance (e.g. earthquake) or transport (i.e. by ship).  Resonant sloshing waves can induce large loads on the container walls and associated support structures, which in turn may damage the tank walls. Ibrahim (2005) and Faltinsen and Timokha (2009) provided comprehensive reviews and discussion on the physics and applications of liquid sloshing. 
Two-dimensional sloshing models are limited to planar wave motions in-line with or opposing the direction of excitation.  Also, it is arguable whether two-dimensional sloshing theory should be used to predict three-dimensional sloshing in all conditions.  Faltinsen et al. (2003) observed that resonant excitation at the lowest natural frequency could lead to two-dimensional motions becoming unstable, then highly three-dimensional, even chaotic in steady state and transient flows.  Different numerical models are widely applied to the study of free surface motions of liquids undergoing sloshing in tanks.  Examples include Faltinsen et al. (2003, 2005 and 2006), Wu and Chen (2009) in both steady state and transient wave motions and Akyildiz et al. (1996), Wu et al. (1998), Alemi Ardakani and Bridges (2011), Chern et al. (2012) in transient flows.
Most of the three-dimensional numerical and experimental studies in this area use uniform bases (usually square bases); but industrial containers usually have different base dimensions. The length/width aspect ratio can affect the sloshing wave behaviour.  Several theoretical and experimental studies have been undertaken on this topic (e.g. Ockendon et al., 1993, Feng and Sethna, 1993 and Faltinsen et al., 2006).  Recently, Chern et al. (2012) examined different base effect on the wave transient sloshing mode (that show the free surface motion in transient condition) in a tank of shallow water depth.  Results show that in shallow water containers, the behaviour of the sloshing strongly depends on the base aspect ratio.  It is more obvious when the exciting amplitude is small.
The present paper utilizes a Chebyshev pseudospectral matrix-element (PSME) model (following Ku and Hatziavramidis, 1985, Chern et al., 2001 and Vaziri et al., 2011) to study the effects of base aspect ratio on transient resonant fluid sloshing of an inviscid fluid in a rectangular tank.  Fully nonlinear potential theory is used to describe the problem mathematically, which is mapped from the physical domain onto a -transformed rectangular coordinate system.  A consequence of the mapping is that the free surface cannot be vertical, overturning, or breaking.  The present model is an extension of a 3D nonlinear sloshing model by Chern et al. (2012).  The aim of this work is the numerical study of the effects of base aspect ratio on transient resonant fluid sloshing in different water depths with various excitation directions and amplitudes.  Four different base aspect ratios a/b are considered.  The ratios are a/b = 10/1 (very long base), 10/5 (half width base), 10/9 (nearly square base) and 10/10 (square base) where a is the length and b is the width of the tank.  Longitudinal (surge), diagonal (surge and sway) and full (surge, sway and heave) excitations are applied for a non-dimensional amplitudes Ax/d = Ay/d = Az/d = 0.001 where Ai is the amplitude.  Initially the fluid is assumed to be at rest with some small initial perturbation of the velocity potential at the free surface.  Water depth classes (based on the Faltinsen and Timokha, 2001) are shallow water (d/a = 0.1), intermediate depth (d/a = 0.3), finite depth (d/a = 0.5) and deep water (d/a = 0.7) where d is the still water depth.  It should be noted that in the present study the inviscid fluid and irrotational flow without any damping factor is assumed.  Therefore, the following results are not reliable for long period of time. In addition, some previous studies (e.g. Faltinsen et al., 2006) show simulating transient resonant sloshing cannot detect the chaos motions exactly.  

2. Mathematical Model of Free Surface Waves in the Cartesian Domain
Figure 1 illustrates the model domain, where a and b are the length and the width of the tank, respectively.  The still water depth is denoted d.  In the numerical cases considered herein, six sampling locations are considered: the four free surface corner points (A, B, C and D) and two free surface middle locations (E and F).  Given that the fluid inside the tank is incompressible, inviscid, and irrotational, the governing equation will be
,                                                                                                   (1)
where  define as a velocity potential.  Since there is no flow through the lateral walls and bed boundaries, we require
 at x = 0 and x = a ,								      (2)
 at y = 0 and y = b ,                                                                                              (3)
and
                                                                                                           (4)
Consider the excitation displacements of the tank defined by
 
                                                                                                         (5)

where A is an amplitude, t is time and Ω is the excitation frequency.  These excitations correspond to surge, sway and heave, respectively.  Using the linear analytical solution for sloshing in a tank (see e.g. Faltinsen, 1978 and Wu et al., 1998), the natural frequencies of sloshing in a rectangular tank, are
                                (6)
in which g is the acceleration due to gravity.  The first natural frequency in the x direction () is obtained by taking m = 1 and n = 0.  Similarly the first natural frequency in the y direction () is obtained by taking m = 0 and n = 1.  The nonlinear dynamic free surface boundary condition is 
(7)
and the nonlinear kinematic free surface boundary condition is
                                                                               (8) 
where  is the free surface elevation above mean water level.  Initial conditions for the velocity potential and free surface elevation (Wu et al., 1998 and Chern et al., 2012) are given by
                                                                     (9)                               
and
                                                                                                                  (10)

- transformation
The - transformation is used to convert the time-varying physical domain (due to the moving free surface) where  to a fixed computational domain where .  The transformation equations are
                                                                                                          (11)
where
                                                                                                                        (12)
A consequence of this transformation is that the free surface is fixed in the computational domain at Y = 1, and so cannot model overturning waves or roof impacts.  Also, the velocity potential is relative.  Applying the above transformation, the velocity potential  in the physical domain is mapped onto.  After applying the chain rule and rearranging, the transformed governing equation becomes
(13)
The boundary conditions, Equations (2), (3), (4), (7) and (8), are transformed in a similar method (see Chern et al., 2012).

2.2 PSME Modelling
The transformed governing equation and boundary conditions are discretised in the transformed domain using the Chebyshev collocation formula where N, M and L are the total numbers of collocation points in the X, Y and  directions.  Figure 2 shows a typical - transformed mesh.  PSME discretization is used to represent all spatial derivatives, such that  and wherein  and are Chebyshev matrix coefficients in the  and X directions.  A third-order Adam-Bashforth (AB3) scheme is used for time integration.  Full details of the discretized equations were given by Chern et al. (2012).
The numerical solver is implemented as follows. (i) the free surface boundary values of Φ are determined from the pseudospectral - transformed version of Equation (7).; (ii) solve the discrete governing equation together with the bed and wall boundary conditions using successive-over relaxation; (iii) compute the surface elevation, η, using the pseudospectral - transformed version of Equation (8) and (iv) the time is incremented one time step and return to (i). 

3. Validation
A full description of the model validation for two near-resonant 2-D sloshing cases (Faltinsen, 1978, Wu et al., 1998 and Chern et al., 1999) for surge excitation of water in a rectangular tank where a/d = 2.0 and b/d = 0.2 is given by Chern et al. (2012).  Also, present further model validation for near-resonant 3-D sloshing in a square tank where the depth to length ratio is 0.25, and obtain results in close agreement with those of Wu et al. (1998) can be founded there.
Above 3-D case uses square basin.  Here, a finite depth three dimensional tank with nearly-square base is examined, where a/b = 1.1.  Two excitations where the excitation amplitude/tank breadth ratio = 0.008 and 0.016 are tested.  The effect of altering the tank excitation frequency in the longitudinal direction is considered. Several values are chosen near to resonance in the range  for the first case and  for the second one.  The comparison of the present study and experimental results obtained by Faltinsen et al. (2006) are listed in Table 1 and 2.  The results are in good agreement.  In the large amplitude case, the present simulation cannot detect the chaotic motion also the range of the second planar motion starts from smaller excitation frequency.          

4. Results
4.1 Effects of base aspect ratio on sloshing in a shallow water tank
First, we focus on a shallow water tank.  It should be noted that various criteria have been suggested in the literature for the shallow water approximation, such as d/a ≤ 0.2 (Stoker, 1957), d/a ≤ 0.15 (Armenio and La Rocca, 1996) and d/a ≤ 0.1(Faltinsen and Timokha, 2001).  Herein, the latest one is chosen and therefore the dimensions of the reference tank are d/a = 0.1 and d/b = 0.1.  Also, in all cases the resonance excitation (= 0.9999) where i is x and y and j and k are 0 and 1is considered.  For the heave excitation, in all cases the frequency is double of the natural frequency of the tank (= 2.0).  The waves generated by the vertical oscillation are called Faraday waves.  A considerable number of papers have been published on this topic, which have been reviewed by Miles and Henderson (1990) and Jiang et al. (1996).  Here we consider the transient behavior of the Faraday waves on full excitation condition.  Figure 3 compares wave elevation time histories for different base aspect ratios, when the excitation is longitudinal only.  The results indicate that when the basin is far from square (a/b = 10/1 and 10/5), the sloshing rapidly evolves into standing waves.  This phenomenon has previously been observed in certain sloshing problems and simulations, but, in such cases, the standing waves were found to take considerable time to develop and were usually driven by diagonal excitation of the tank (see Flatinsen et al., 2005).  Also, there is an obvious phase shift, which is almost seiche-related behaviour (Forel, 1895).  However, the standing waves exist only for the low value of Ax/d (see Chern et al., 2012 for more details).  In all cases, the sloshing transient sloshing modes are planar (two dimensional Stokes waves). 
Next, the tank is excited in two directions simultaneously (Ax/d = Ay/d = 0.001).  Figure 4 depicts the free surface time histories for varying base aspect ratio.  For a/b = 10/1, the effect of sway is significantly more than surge (see Equation (6)) and therefore the wave transient sloshing mode becomes effectively planar in the y-direction in this case (Figure 5).  Although there are some wave perturbations in the x-direction these are unable to change the transient sloshing mode.  For a/b = 10/5, the surge and sway excitation frequencies are closer, and the wave motions become swirling (an almost flat crest travels around each of the four sides of the tank along with an almost flat trough propagating along on the opposite side of the tank) but with different wave elevations in the x- and y- directions (Figure 6).   When the base aspect ratio is nearly square (such that a/b = 10/9), swirling is preserved in the wave motion (Figure 7), but the pattern (that shows the free surface time history form) changes to beating (modulated oscillatory motion) (Figure 8).  For a/b = 10/10, a diagonal wave transient sloshing mode (standing waves, which consist of oscillations from one corner of the basin to the opposite corner with much less motion in the vicinity of the other corners) is established, with some perturbations observed at B and C but insufficient to change the motion (see Figure 9).
Figure 10 shows the free surface time histories at location A for simultaneous surge, sway and heave for various base aspect ratios.  Patterns and elevations are very close to the case of diagonal excitations.  Only for a/b = 10/10, the maximum free surface elevation at non-dimensional time of 80 units decreases by about 17 % compared with that for diagonal excitation.  Also, the wave transient sloshing modes in full excitation in the shallow water are same as the diagonal excitation.  Same results are reported by other studies (e.g. Wu et al., 1998).  Table 3 summarizes the results of the shallow water tests.

4.2 Effects of base aspect ratio on sloshing in a tank with intermediate depth
In this section an intermediate depth (d/a = d/b = 0.3) is considered.  Excitations in x and y directions are resonance and in the z direction is double of the natural frequency of the tank.  The time histories elevation comparison for different base aspect ratios can be seen in Figure 11.  The excitation is longitudinal.  The results show that unlike the shallow water condition, in all cases wave patterns are resonant (the wave elevation increase gradually).  Also, as it is expected, the increase of the elevation for the square basin is more than the other base aspect ratios (e.g. about 281% more than a very long base after 30 non-dimensional time units).  In all cases, the sloshing transient sloshing modes are planar. 
	Now the tank is excited in two directions simultaneously ().  Figure 12 compares wave elevation time histories for different base aspect ratios.  For a/b = 10/1, the wave transient sloshing mode becomes planar in the y-direction and the pattern is resonant; but the increasing rate of the elevation is not uniform because of the x-direction excitation influence (Figure 13).  In the case of half-wide base, the wave pattern is almost beating but the wave transient sloshing mode is not stable.  The motion is started with planar behaviour but shortly it is changed to the mixing of diagonal, clockwise and counter-clockwise transient sloshing modes (Figure 14).  When the base aspect ratio is a/b = 10/9, the pattern is changed to beating and the transient sloshing mode becomes swirling (Figure 15).  The behavior of the wave in the square basin is as same as the shallow water condition which means resonant pattern and diagonal transient sloshing mode.
	Figure 16 depicts the elevation time histories at location A for simultaneous surge, sway and heave for various base aspect ratios.  Results are almost the same as the diagonal excitation cases.  The comparison between the results of the shallow water and intermediate depth (e.g. Figures 3 and 11) reveals that elevations in the intermediate depth cases are significantly more than the shallow water cases.  Table 4 summarizes the results obtained for intermediate depth cases.

4.3 Effects of base aspect ratio on sloshing in a tank with finite depth
Now, the finite depth (d/a = d/b = 0.5) is addressed.  Excitation frequencies and amplitudes are same as the former conditions.  Figure 17 depicts the elevation time histories comparisons for various base aspect ratios, when the excitation is in x-direction only.  In contrast with the lower relative water depths, the basin size does not affect the wave transient sloshing modes and patterns (the elevation in the square base is only about 5% more than the very long base and  about 7% more than the half-wide base after 50 non-dimensional time units).  Also, in comparison with lower depth, the wave elevations in all cases increase.  For example, the elevation in the square base after 30 non-dimensional time unites is about 650% more than the shallow water tank and about 50% more than the intermediate depth classes.  The wave transient sloshing modes in all cases are planar.          
	   Figure 18 shows the free surface time histories for diagonal excitations.  For a base ratio of 10/1, the primary transient sloshing mode of wave motion is planar in the y-direction; but as it can be seen in Figure 19, gradually the surge excitation affects the motion.  It is as same as the previous depth classes when the width of the tank is increased relative to the length the wave motions become more complicated.  For a/b = 10/5, the wave pattern is almost beating but mixed, and includes planar, diagonal, clockwise swirling and counter-clockwise swirling transient sloshing modes.  Figure 19 presents the free surface elevation time histories at locations E and F.  The phase shift between two mid points is the main evidence of the wave motion altering.  When the tank has a nearly square base (a/b = 10/9), the wave motion is swirling, although the maximum elevations at points B and C are more than three times than points A and D (Figure 20).  For the square base, the wave motion is diagonal and the pattern is beating, as expected.  The maximum elevation in this case is between that obtained for a/b = 10/5 and 10/9.
The wave motion transient sloshing modes and patterns obtained for the full excitation are almost similar to those obtained for diagonal excitation cases.  In this depth class, the effect of the z-direction excitation is more than the former classes.  For example, in the case of the square base, the elevation is about 28% less than the diagonal excitation case after 50 non-dimensional time units (Figure 21).  Table 5 summarizes the results of the finite depth tests.

4.4 Effects of base aspect ratio on sloshing in a deep water tank 
Finally the deep water case (d/a = d/b = 0.7) is considered.  The time histories elevation for different base aspect ratios can be seen in Figure 22.  The excitation is longitudinal.  Wave patterns in all cases are resonant and also all of them have almost same elevations. The increasing rate of the elevation in deep water condition is more than other cases.  For example, in comparison with the finite depth, the wave elevation after 50 non-dimensional time units is about 60% higher.  In addition, the higher frequency is observed.  In all cases, the sloshing transient sloshing modes are planar. 
Results of the two directions excitations () are almost same as the finite depth conditions and also with the higher increasing rate and frequency.     
 Figure 23 depicts the comparison of elevations at location A for diagonal and full excitations in square base.  The heave excitation reduces the elevation about 75% after 50 non-dimensional time units.  In addition, the free surface of the tank in the full excitation has more ripples than the diagonal one (Figure 24).  Same results are seen in other base aspect ratios.  Results of the deep water cases are summarized in Table 6. 

5. Conclusions
A validated pseudospectral -transformation model has been proposed to study the base aspect effect on transient resonant fluid sloshing in a 3D rectangular tank.  Four different depth classes (shallow water, intermediate depth, finite depth and deep water) were examined.
 	First, the sloshing dynamics of shallow water, where d/a = d/b = 0.1 was considered.  For longitudinal resonance excitation, the wave pattern was that of standing waves when the base aspect ratio is far from unity.  In contrast, resonant waves were produced in nearly square and square basins.  The wave pattern and wave transient sloshing mode were more sensitive to the base aspect ratio of the tank when the resonant excitation were diagonal and full.
	In the intermediate depth class (d/a = d/b = 0.3), the resonant free surface motions were similar regardless of the base aspect ratio, with the wave height increasing monotonically; but the increasing rate of the square basin was more than other cases.  In the diagonal and full excitations, almost same results as the shallow water were observed.  
	In the case of finite depth (d/a = d/b = 0.5), the effect of the base aspect ratio on the longitudinal excitation was very weak.  In the case of diagonal excitation an almost same results as the intermediate depth were observed.  The wave elevation was affected by the heave excitation and therefore the increasing rate of the full excitation was less than the diagonal one.
	Finally, we focused on the deep water cases (d/a = d/b = 0.7).  The results of the longitudinal and diagonal excitations were almost as same as the former class; but the difference of the diagonal and full excitations was significant.  The elevations of the wave in all cases of the full excitations were less than the half of the diagonal excitations one.  Also, the free surface was more tempestuous. 
The present study has demonstrated that when the exciting amplitude is small, the behaviour of the transient sloshing strongly depends on the base aspect ratio.  The horizontal excitations were affected forcefully with the base size in the shallow water and intermediate depth cases.  When the depth of the tank increased the influence decreased.   On the other hand, the effect of the base ratio on the vertical excitation increased.  When Faraday waves added to the horizontal excitation, the free surface rippled more than other conditions; but the maximum elevation decreased.  These consequences were more evident when the depth of the tank increased and also in square basin cases.     
Wave patterns can become chaotic for long period of time; but because of the transient sloshing study, they cannot be predicted here.  Also, some studies (e.g. Faltinsen et al., 2003) showed that the non-zero initial conditions may affect strongly both the steady state motions and transient flows especially in the chaotic motion.  However the validation cases of the present study and Chern et al. (2012) showed that the utilized initial condition was almost appropriate; but more studies in this section are needed.  Therefore, it should be considered that results of some cases can be changed with different initial conditions.  
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Figures
Fig. 1 Schematic view of the tank (with the length of a, the width of b and the still water depth of d) and the excitation directions.
Fig. 2 A typical three-dimensional pseudospectral - transformed mesh.
Fig. 3 Wave elevation time histories for different base aspect ratios: shallow water, longitudinal excitation, .
Fig. 4 Wave elevation time histories for different base aspect ratios: shallow water, diagonal excitation, , .
Fig. 5 Snapshots of the free surface profile: shallow water, base aspect ratio = 10/1, diagonal excitation, ,  (the profile is not scaled).
Fig. 6 Wave elevation time histories: shallow water, base aspect ratio = 10/5, diagonal excitation, , .
Fig. 7 Snapshots of the free surface profile: shallow water, base aspect ratio = 10/9, diagonal excitation, ,  (the profile is not scaled).
Fig. 8 Wave elevation time histories: shallow water, base aspect ratio = 10/9, diagonal excitation, ,.
Fig. 9 Wave elevation time histories: shallow water, base aspect ratio = 10/10, diagonal excitation, ,.
Fig. 10 Wave elevation time histories for different base aspect ratios: shallow water, full excitation, , , .
Fig. 11 Wave elevation time histories for different base aspect ratios: intermediate depth, longitudinal excitation, .
Fig. 12 Wave elevation time histories for different base aspect ratios: intermediate depth, diagonal excitation, , .
Fig. 13 Wave elevation time histories: intermediate depth, base aspect ratio = 10/1, diagonal excitation, , .
Fig. 14 Snapshots of the free surface profile: intermediate depth, base aspect ratio = 10/5, diagonal excitation, ,  (the profile is not scaled).
Fig. 15 Wave elevation time histories: intermediate depth, base aspect ratio = 10/9, diagonal excitation, , .
Fig. 16 Wave elevation time histories for different base aspect ratios: intermediate depth, full excitation, , , .
Fig. 17 Wave elevation time histories for different base aspect ratios: finite depth, longitudinal excitation, .
Fig. 18 Wave elevation time histories for different base aspect ratios: finite depth, diagonal excitation, , .
Fig. 19 Wave elevation time histories: finite depth, base aspect ratio = 10/5, diagonal excitation, , .
Fig. 20 Snapshots of the free surface profile: finite depth, base aspect ratio = 10/9, diagonal excitation, ,  (the profile is not scaled).
Fig. 21 Wave elevation time histories comparison between diagonal and full excitations: finite depth, base aspect ratio = 10/10, , , .
Fig. 22 Wave elevation time histories for different base aspect ratios: deep water, longitudinal excitation, .
Fig. 23 Wave elevation time histories comparison between diagonal and full excitations: deep water, base aspect ratio = 10/10, , , .
Fig. 24 Snapshots of the free surface profile of diagonal and full excitations: deep water, base aspect ratio = 10/10, , ,  (the profile is not scaled).











Tables
Table 1
Comparison between wave transient sloshing mode of the present study and the Faltinsen et al. (2006) for small excitation amplitude case 
Excitation Frequency	Faltinsen et al.	Present Study
0.903	Planar	Planar
0.915	Planar	Planar
0.924	Planar	Planar
0.932	Swirling	Swirling
0.950	Swirling	Swirling
0.968	Swirling	Swirling
0.981	Planar	Planar
1.025	Planar	Planar
1.076	Planar	Planar














Table 2
Comparison between wave transient sloshing mode of the present study and the Faltinsen et al. (2006) for large excitation amplitude case 
Excitation Frequency	Faltinsen et al.	Present Study
0.791	Planar	Planar
0.840	Planar	Planar
0.885	Planar	Planar
0.910	Chaotic	Planar
0.913	Chaotic	Swirling
0.936	Swirling	Swirling
0.955	Swirling	Swirling
0.982	Swirling	Planar
0.999	Planar	Planar
1.03	Planar	Planar
1.072	Planar	Planar














Table 3
Effects of base aspect ratio on wave transient sloshing mode and pattern of shallow water
Base Aspect Ratio	Excitation	Wave Pattern	Wave Transient Sloshing Mode 
10/1	Longitudinal	Standing	Planar
10/1	Diagonal	Resonant	Planar
10/1	Full	Resonant	Planar
10/5	Longitudinal	Standing	Planar
10/5	Diagonal	Resonant	Swirling
10/5	Full	Resonant	Planar
10/9	Longitudinal	Resonant	Planar
10/9	Diagonal	Beating	Swirling
10/9	Full	Beating	Swirling
10/10	Longitudinal	Resonant	Planar
10/10	Diagonal	Resonant	Diagonal
10/10	Full	Resonant	Diagonal


























Table 4
Effects of base aspect ratio on wave transient sloshing mode and pattern of intermediate depth
Base Aspect Ratio	Excitation	Wave Pattern	Wave Transient Sloshing Mode 
10/1	Longitudinal	Resonant	Planar
10/1	Diagonal	Resonant	Planar
10/1	Full	Resonant	Planar
10/5	Longitudinal	Resonant	Planar
10/5	Diagonal	Beating	Mixing
10/5	Full	Beating	Mixing
10/9	Longitudinal	Resonant	Planar
10/9	Diagonal	Beating	Swirling
10/9	Full	Beating	Swirling
10/10	Longitudinal	Resonant	Planar
10/10	Diagonal	Resonant	Diagonal
10/10	Full	Resonant	Diagonal
























Table 5
Effects of base aspect ratio on wave transient sloshing mode and pattern of finite depth
Base Aspect Ratio	Excitation	Wave Pattern	Wave Transient Sloshing Mode 
10/1	Longitudinal	Resonant	Planar
10/1	Diagonal	Resonant	Planar
10/1	Full	Resonant	Planar
10/5	Longitudinal	Resonant	Planar
10/5	Diagonal	Resonant	Mixing
10/5	Full	Resonant	Mixing
10/9	Longitudinal	Resonant	Planar
10/9	Diagonal	Beating	Swirling
10/9	Full	Beating	Swirling
10/10	Longitudinal	Resonant	Planar
10/10	Diagonal	Resonant	Diagonal
10/10	Full	Resonant	Diagonal


























Table 6
Effects of base aspect ratio on wave transient sloshing mode and pattern of deep water
Base Aspect Ratio	Excitation	Wave Pattern	Wave Transient Sloshing Mode 
10/1	Longitudinal	Resonant	Planar
10/1	Diagonal	Resonant	Planar
10/1	Full	Resonant	Planar
10/5	Longitudinal	Resonant	Planar
10/5	Diagonal	Resonant	Mixing
10/5	Full	Resonant	Mixing
10/9	Longitudinal	Resonant	Planar
10/9	Diagonal	Beating	Swirling
10/9	Full	Beating	Swirling
10/10	Longitudinal	Resonant	Planar
10/10	Diagonal	Resonant	Diagonal
10/10	Full	Resonant	Diagonal




